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AI is becoming increasingly integrated into common technologies, which suggests that learning experiences for audiences seeking a “casual” understanding of AI—i.e. understanding how a search engine works, not necessarily understanding how to program one—is an increasingly important design space. Informal learning spaces like museums are particularly well-suited for such public science communication efforts, but there is little research investigating how to design AI learning experiences for these spaces. This paper explores how to design museum experiences that communicate key concepts about AI, using collaboration, creativity, and embodiment as inspirations for design. We present the design of five low-fidelity AI literacy exhibit prototypes and results from a thematic analysis of participant interactions during a co-design workshop in which family groups interacted with the prototypes and designed exhibits of their own. Our findings suggest new topics and design considerations for AI-related exhibits and directions for future research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming increasingly integrated into our day-to-day experiences—not only for individuals who choose to purchase AI devices like smart speakers or self-driving cars, but also for people who interact with AI in service of other goals—to unlock their phone, interact with friends on social media, search for something on Google, or complete their job at work. Recent research has shown that there are numerous public concerns related to the presence of AI in commonly used applications—including personal data privacy breaches [82], bias and discrimination in algorithms [15], and issues with viral misinformation [3,72]. Public education efforts have historically played an important role in fostering a scientifically and technologically literate populace who can critically engage with technology and advocate for policy and design choices that support their needs and values [84].
Most AI education efforts to-date have focused on teaching individuals—either university students in AI-related degree programs or, more recently, K-12 students in introductory computing lessons—how to program AI [25,89]. In this paper, we focus on designing for people (both adults and children) who may not necessarily be interested in learning about how to program AI—but who could benefit from a high-level understanding of AI in their day-to-day interactions with technologies. We have previously defined this ‘high-level understanding’ as AI literacy, or “a set of competencies that enables individuals to critically evaluate AI technologies; communicate and collaborate effectively with AI; and use AI as a tool online, at home, and in the workplace” [60]. AI literacy is a distinct set of skills, although it can be informed by other related literacies, such as scientific or computational literacy, and has some overlap with data literacy, which is highly relevant to the AI subfield of machine learning [60].

Informal learning spaces—like museums—have long served an important role in public science communication efforts. Science and technology education in public spaces like museums can aid in content knowledge gains [4,5], interest development [42], and improved understanding of connections between science/technology and society and culture [84]. Although there have been some AI-focused museum and art exhibits (especially in the past few years), there are still many aspects of AI that have yet to be explored in these contexts, and there are few existing projects that draw on evidence-based research and/or have resulted in findings that have been disseminated to the research community.

Findings from both research on designing museum exhibits and HCI research on developing technology-based installations for public spaces suggest that museums/public spaces pose a number of design constraints and opportunities that are distinct from formal learning environments [4,29,40,45,48,83]. Most contemporary science museums are designed to facilitate open-ended, visitor-led learning experiences—as opposed to teacher-led classroom lessons [29]. Interaction times may be brief and most visitors travel in groups, whose attention can easily shift from exhibit to exhibit [40]. Museums focus on outcomes such as fostering interest development and facilitating introductory exploratory learning experiences (often with a variety of possible learning outcomes depending on differing visitor goals) [29,42]. This contrasts with formal learning environments, which more often focus on teaching a structured curriculum.

Previous research has indicated that certain design features can aid in quickly engaging visitors in active learning experiences. Incorporating embodied interaction can make exhibits easily understandable to visitors with little prior knowledge in addition to facilitating an engaging experience [45–47,76,83]. Open-ended, creative exhibits encourage prolonged engagement in addition to facilitating visitor-led learning experiences that can lead to more personally relevant meaning-making [11,29,49]. Supporting collaboration and social interaction between multiple group members creates a social learning environment in which visitors can learn from and motivate each other [23,49,96]. Taken together, embodied interaction, creativity, and collaboration may lead to more engaging and effective museum learning experiences. Early research on AI education as well as prior work in computer science education indicates that embodied interaction, creativity, and collaboration may also be particularly well-suited to promoting learning and interest development in computing related fields [1,14,23,25,39,65,85,95,101].

This paper investigates the following research question: How can we design embodied, co-creative learning experiences for museums that foster interest in and improve public understanding surrounding AI? We used existing guidelines for designing AI literacy learning experiences [60,88] as a foundation for the design of five AI-related exhibit concepts and low-fidelity design prototypes. We present these prototypes as an initial design exploration into how to promote AI literacy in informal learning spaces. We then present the results from a study in which we engaged stakeholders (family group museum visitors and museum staff at a large science and technology museum
in the midwestern United States) in co-design activities in order to: 1) better understand our target audience’s prior knowledge about AI; 2) gather feedback on and insights into participant interaction with the exhibit prototypes we developed; and 3) generate new design directions for AI-related museum exhibits. The results from this study are presented in the form of common themes that emerged from a thematic analysis [69] of the data.

This paper’s contribution is two-fold: 1) a set of low-fidelity AI literacy exhibit prototypes, with evidence-based directions for future design research and 2) an emerging understanding of visitor preconceptions about AI, important design features for AI literacy exhibits, and learning talk that occurs at AI literacy exhibits. Our work is in conversation with prior work in the CSCW community that investigates the role that collaboration can play in the design of public exhibitions and informal learning experiences (e.g. [43,87]) as well as research investigating shared perceptions and narratives related to AI (e.g. [64]). We also share publicly available versions of our exhibit designs and workshop materials for researchers and designers in the field interested in replicating or building on this work at this link.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 AI Education

AI education research for K-12 and other non-expert audiences is still in its early stages, but there has been a growing interest in this space, particularly in the past several years. Touretzky et al. outlined five “big ideas” of AI, setting the agenda for research on K-12 AI education—1) “Computers perceive the world using sensors”; 2) “Agents maintain models/representations of the world and use them for reasoning”; 3) “Computers can learn from data”; 4) “Making agents interact with humans is a substantial challenge for AI developers”; and 5) “AI applications can impact society in both positive and negative ways” [88]. Our review of existing AI education research built on Touretzky et al.’s work to synthesize a set of AI literacy competencies (e.g. “Understand what a knowledge representation is and describe some examples of knowledge representations”) and design considerations (e.g. “Consider including graphical visualizations, simulations, explanations, of agent decision-making processes, or interactive demonstrations in order to aid in learners’ understanding of AI”) [60]. We use Touretzky et al.’s five big ideas and our previously defined AI literacy competencies/design considerations as guiding frameworks for our design research in this paper.

Several projects have aimed to make learning about AI accessible to broader audiences by providing toolkits that enable learners to “tinker”—or learn through active experimentation—with existing AI devices such as Siri, Alexa, Google Home, Cosmo, Roomba, and other robots [22,25,79,88]. Another genre of approaches to teaching AI involves interactive demonstrations of how certain AI technologies work “behind the scenes” (e.g. [36] [37]). AI education for more advanced learners can involve creating AI programs or building machine learning models from scratch. Researchers are beginning to explore how to design interactive tools and learning environments that can scaffold these more advanced activities [85,101]. Finally, some projects explore how to teach AI ethics concepts in connection with learners’ prior knowledge of common technologies that use AI, like YouTube [21]. Our design research draws on findings from this prior work while also investigating new approaches to designing AI literacy interventions specifically for museum spaces.

There have been only a few public-facing exhibits focused on AI, likely due to the novelty of the field, the expense/fragility of many AI devices, and the fact that the ‘inner workings’ of most AI are not easily interactive or observable. Most often, AI appears in science centers in the form of displays or demonstrations of robotic artifacts—
for example, the Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago’s *Robot Revolution* exhibit featured numerous historical robotic artifacts and demonstrations of robots performing feats of intelligence (e.g. reciting Shakespeare) [67]. However, robotics-focused exhibits often neglect other areas of AI (i.e. cognitive systems, machine learning), and facilitating visitor-led interactive learning experiences can be difficult due to the expensive, easily breakable, and sometimes physically dangerous nature of robotic devices.

Recent work is exploring how to make robotics-related exhibits more interactive and interdisciplinary. *Cubelets* facilitate a safer, more durable, exploratory learning experience with robotics by allowing learners to make simple robots by connecting modular magnetic sensor and actuator cubes [17]. A recent project developed for the Carnegie Science Center demonstrates how a self-driving car might work using the commercially available Cozmo robot and real-time visuals of the robot’s world map and image recognition [74]. This project is unique in that it communicates information not just about robots, but also other AI topics like knowledge representations and computer vision.

Installations in art spaces have also explored how to communicate key ideas about AI. Several art installations have touched on ethical topics related to AI, aiming to engage non-technical audiences in critical discussions about AI [18,41]. Other art spaces have curated multiple AI-related installations—including artifacts, artwork, and interactive demonstrations—into overarching exhibits that explore more holistic representations of AI [9,86]. However, there are still many aspects of AI that have yet to be explored in a museum context.

### 2.2 Co-Design and AI

Participatory processes (i.e. processes that actively involve stakeholders in the design process) have been discussed as being critical to the design of artificially intelligent systems due to cultural, social, political and ethical implications behind AI technologies [57]. As the applications of AI span many disciplines, contexts, and uses, practitioners in education, healthcare, design, computer science, engineering and beyond are exploring methodologies for better involving humans in the co-construction of these systems. While not focused specifically on education, projects delve into using participatory methods such as contextual inquiry in combination with other methods to develop explainable, equitable, and human-centered AI [77,81,93]. Past projects have engaged in low-tech prototyping with youth groups to develop an AI librarian [81], explored how to engage cognitively impaired communities in the design of social robotics [77], diversified human involvement in the training of AI models used in critical decision making that disproportionately impacts marginalized groups of people [30], and engaged users in co-creating human-centered explainable AI [93]. We drew on methods from this prior work in our approach to the co-design study presented in this paper, which uses techniques such as low-tech prototyping, soliciting stakeholder input and feedback on design concepts, and co-creating novel designs with stakeholders.

Although not specifically focused on AI, research on co-designing technology with family groups is also relevant. Gutwill & Allen studied family groups’ scientific inquiry practices by engaging families in interactive game activities. In designing these games, they drew on numerous design principles including building on learners’ prior knowledge, supporting collaboration, explicitly identifying a manageable number of skills for each activity, supporting metacognition/reflection, and supporting a flexible, intrinsically motivating learning agenda that can adapt to visitor’s personal needs [38]. Others have studied how to support co-design amongst family groups and have found that family-based co-design is shaped and impacted by parent-child dynamics, parenting styles, and other relational nuances that require further exploration [97]. Design considerations such as supporting creative expression and individual as well as collaborative design ideas have been found to support intergenerational co-design of technology [92]. Dindler et al.’s work additionally suggests that incorporating children’s existing “funds of
knowledge” can contribute to exhibit ideation/design processes [20]. We draw on some of the design principles from these studies in the design of our workshop and also in interpreting our results in the Discussion (section 8).

### 2.3 Designing for Museums

Research on museum design has also informed the work presented in this paper. Informal learning spaces such as museums are heavily influenced by the theory of constructivism, which argues that knowledge is constructed by the learner via active engagement with the environment [11]. The idea that knowledge is actively constructed by the learner was originally suggested by Piaget [7]. Vygotsky, Bruner, and other learning scientists have expanded on this definition of constructivism to suggest that all knowledge is socially constructed—that is, learning is an active, social process in which learners construct knowledge through interaction with others and their environments [7, 54, 90]. Viewed through the lens of social constructivism, learning is an active process of meaning-making that involves connections to both social and personal identity. This notion of learning has inspired and guided the design of many museums and science centers that frame themselves as free-choice learning environments, or environments in which learner agency is prioritized and exhibits are frequently designed to facilitate embodied social interaction [29]. Many projects over the years in the HCI and CSCW communities have explored how to design collaborative installations involving technology for museum spaces (c.f. [48]). Of particular relevance to our work is research that has explored how to design exhibits for CS learning [44, 45, 61, 62, 70], as well as recent work that has begun to identify some of the unique design challenges and opportunities involved in introducing AI in public spaces [59]. Also relevant is research on studying families’ sense-making processes and learning talk surrounding museum exhibits [38, 76, 99].

### 3 AI LITERACY EXHIBIT PROTOTYPES

#### 3.1 Methodological Approach

We use design research—or “[research] in which design practice is brought to bear on situations chosen for their topical and theoretical potential...[where] the output takes the form, primarily, of artefacts and systems, sometimes with associated accounts of how these are used in field tests”—as the primary methodological approach for exploring how to design museum exhibits to communicate AI literacy competencies [33]. Zimmerman et al. suggest that design research in HCI should have a well-documented process, constitute a significant invention with respect to prior literature, be relevant to the context, and be extensible (i.e. provide a foundation for future research). We aim to meet these criteria by documenting our design process and motivation in detail, situating our designs with respect to prior research on AI education, museum education, and social AI literacy more broadly, and synthesizing design themes that can be used to inspire and guide future work in the field [100).

We used three guiding principles as inspiration for our exhibit design artifacts—embodied interaction, collaboration, and creativity. We focused on these principles because they have been shown to encourage learning and are particularly well-suited to fostering engagement in a museum environment. Not all of the exhibits we developed incorporate all design features (embodiment, collaboration, and creativity), but each exhibit incorporates at least one. Each of the principles is defined and described in more detail below.

**Embodied Interaction:** Dourish defines embodied interaction as “the creation, manipulation, and sharing of meaning through engaged interaction with artifacts” [24]. Embodied interaction [24, 51] has been shown to promote learning in several domains [1, 8, 25, 28, 85] and is an engaging, easy-to-understand way to interface with
novel systems in museums [4,76,83]. In this paper, we explore designs that utilize full-body interaction, tangible user interfaces (TUs), and embodied spatial metaphors.

**Collaboration:** There are a variety of different definitions of collaboration in the literature involving differing degrees of shared attention and social interaction. We draw on a framework developed by Ludvigsen [63] that identifies four levels of interaction that occur with social interfaces, based on Goffman’s sociological research [34]. Distributed attention refers to a group of people who are sharing the same space, but who are not focused on any shared interface or activity. Shared focus is when a group of people is focusing on a single activity/interface within a space. Dialogue occurs when people engage in a shared activity, and collective action occurs when people work together to achieve a shared goal. In this paper, I define collaboration as encompassing both dialogue and collective action and explore designs that can facilitate these types of interactions. Collaboration between peers and family members both has been shown to encourage learning and interest development in a variety of learning environments (e.g. [23,95]) and is especially important in museum settings since most visitors come in groups [40].

**Creativity:** Boden defines creativity as “the ability to generate novel and valuable ideas” [12]. Ideas can be novel to the person generating them (P-creative) or historically novel (i.e. never occurred in history before; H-creative). Creativity can take on a variety of different forms, including combining familiar ideas in novel ways (combinational creativity), exploring a conceptual space (exploratory creativity), or transforming a conceptual space (transformational creativity). Open-ended activities that allow for creativity and personal expression have been shown to increase interest formation in computing [14,39,65,75]. In addition, museum exhibits that allow for creativity have led to lengthier interaction times and increased learning gains [49]. In this paper, we explore designs that encourage learners to generate P-creative ideas by expressing themselves through activities like dance, drawing, or generating novel artifacts and/or combinations of ideas.

We additionally drew on findings from prior work on AI literacy and AI education for K-12 audiences during our design process. We use AI literacy competencies developed in our prior work [60] and the “big ideas” of AI from [88] to specify learning goals for our exhibit designs, and we used the design considerations from our prior work [60] as addition inspirations for design. The next section will detail which competencies, design considerations, and “big ideas” are incorporated in each exhibit prototype.

### 3.2 Exhibit Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibit Name</th>
<th>Competencies</th>
<th>Design Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magic Mirror</td>
<td>understanding sensors</td>
<td>low barrier to entry; embodied interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Wall</td>
<td>understanding sensors</td>
<td>low barrier to entry; embodied interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Net</td>
<td>steps and practices of machine learning; ways of representing knowledge; how agents make decisions</td>
<td>embodied interaction; opportunities to program or teach AI; explainable algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Network</td>
<td>ways of representing knowledge; how agents make decisions</td>
<td>embodied interaction; opportunities to program or teach AI; explainable algorithms; incorporating learner interests; opportunities for collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LuminAI</td>
<td>steps and practices of machine learning; ways of representing knowledge; how agents make decisions; computers learn from data; different types of intelligence</td>
<td>embodied interaction; explainable algorithms; opportunities for collaboration; opportunities to program or teach AI; incorporating learner interests; engaging with lesser-known forms of AI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We constructed low-fidelity prototypes of five different exhibits: Magic Mirror, Sensor Wall, Neural Net, Semantic Network, and LuminAI. These exhibit concepts were originally brainstormed as part of a design workbook, or a "collection...of design proposals and other materials drawn together during projects to investigate options for design" [32]. We selected these five exhibits from a set of 24 different ideas in the workbook based on their relative novelty in comparison to existing work, the variety of ways they employed embodied interaction, collaboration, and creativity, and their ability to collectively represent competencies spanning all five of the "big ideas" of AI and incorporate a variety of the AI literacy competencies and design considerations outlined in our prior work [60]. We wanted to get a sense of whether families could grasp complex concepts like aspects of how neural networks work during a short interaction, but also wanted to incorporate themes from the other "big ideas" of AI, such as understanding sensors. Each exhibit concept and its prototype is described in more detail below, including a list of the "big ideas" and/or AI literacy competencies/design considerations that it incorporates and the ways in which it incorporates embodied interaction, collaboration, and creativity. This information is summarized in Table 1.

3.2.1 Magic Mirror

Magic Mirror is an exhibit in which learners are encouraged to use their knowledge of their own body (i.e. “body sintonicity” [2]) to learn about the ways in which a computer senses and acts on the world. In the conceptual exhibit design sketch, learners would look into a mirror and see computational sensors and actuators that would perform similar functions to their organs projected onto their body. For instance, a visitor may see capacitive touch sensors where their hands would be, sound sensors on their ears, and a speaker on their mouth ( ). The low-fidelity paper prototype that we shared at the workshop was an activity in which participants were given an outline of their face or body as well as a deck of sensor/actuator cards. Each card had an image of a sensor or actuator on the front and a description of the device on the back. The participants were prompted to consider several questions: 1) Can you make a “cyborg” (a human-machine hybrid) using human parts, computer sensors, and actuators?; 2) If you could replace one body part with a computer sensor/actuator, what would it be?; 3) What would you never replace?; 4) How are sensors similar or different to your five senses?; and 5) If you had to build a human body using sensors and actuators, what would you put where?. As part of the first question, the participants created "cyborgs" with
human and machine body parts by gluing cards onto face or body outlines. An example of a finished artifact is shown in . The low-fidelity prototype was conceptualized as a way to gather feedback on aspects of the concept in the design sketch without building complex image recognition software; however, as we expand upon in Results (section 7) and Discussion (section 8), the low-fidelity prototype may have been more successful at supporting collaboration/creativity than the conceptual design sketch.

This exhibit concept aims to communicate AI-related competencies such as understanding different types of sensors/actuators and their capabilities [60,88]. This exhibit is embodied in that it encourages learners to draw on knowledge of their own body to help make sense of how sensors and actuators are similar to or different from their own sensory organs. The low-fidelity prototype is open-ended and creative in that it allows learners to consider how to creatively leverage human and machine capabilities to make an imaginative cyborg (the conceptual exhibit in the design sketch is less open-ended). The prototype allowed for family members to collaboratively make a cyborg together (i.e. collective action as they work towards a shared goal), and both the prototype and the design sketch are designed to encourage collaborative discussion of sensors and their capabilities (i.e. dialogue) [63]. This exhibit (particularly the conceptual exhibit sketch) also has a low barrier of entry—even very young children can walk up to the mirror and see the sensors/actuators projected onto their body [60]. However, the exhibit also allows for multiple levels of engagement including fostering in-depth discussion of different sensors/actuators, their relationship to human body parts, and the practical and philosophical implications of cyborgs. This allows for collaborative engagement between family members of all ages.

3.2.2 Sensor Wall

![Sensor Wall](image)

Sensor Wall is an exhibit concept that uses embodied interaction to engage visitors in learning about different sensors and their capabilities. Learners can interact with simple, responsive AI projections on walls. Visitors can shine a flashlight on a light sensor to make a projected plant grow, shout at a sound sensor to make a blob explode, approach a proximity sensor to make a projected door open, and place their hand on a touch sensor to make a heart glow (). For the workshop, we provided a simple prototype for participants to interact with where they could make a noise into a microphone and in response, a LED would light up and a circle would blink on the computer screen ().
This exhibit concept aims to communicate AI-related competencies such as understanding different types of sensors and their capabilities [60,88]. The exhibit is embodied in that it encourages learners to engage in physical exploration using their bodies and provided tools to make sense of sensors and how they react to environmental changes. It draws on a tradition of “social immersive media” that involves visceral interaction—that is, interaction that “is first understood by the body and later understood rationally” [83]. This exhibit also builds on prior work on exhibit design where visitors can explore scientific phenomena using their bodies and embedded tools [49]. The exhibit also allows for multiple users to interact with the sensors together, which has the potential to facilitate collaboration as learners engage in collective action to elicit certain responses from the sensors or just engage in verbal dialogue about the sensors and how they work [63]. Sensor Wall also facilitates a low barrier of entry for younger visitors, allowing for collaboration among group members of all ages [60].

3.2.3 Neural Net

*Figure 3: Neural Network. From left to right: Exhibit concept design sketch, prototype setup, interaction with prototype.*

Image on left © Jonathan Moon & Duri Long

**Neural Net** is an exhibit concept in which visitors can interact with a physical representation of a neural network (Figure 3). Each node in the network represents a feature, and putting physical weight on that feature by pressing it corresponds to training the network on more data with that feature, thereby placing an emphasis on that feature in the network. In the example shown, the neural network is a bird classifier. Placing more weight on a feature like “ability to fly” would mean that the network is trained on mostly examples of flying birds, causing birds like kiwis to be misclassified as “not a bird”. Visitors can explore different inputs and weights to see what outputs result.

We shared a low-fidelity physical prototype of the exhibit combined with an interactive demonstration at the workshop (). The exhibit was prototyped using a wooden box with elastic strings stretched across it. At each node, a circle was glued with an image of a particular bird feature (e.g. wings, beak). There were cards on the table with images of different birds as well as animals that might be mistaken for birds (e.g. turtle, platypus). We also included some atypical birds that might be misclassified (e.g. penguin, ostrich). There were also two index cards provided—one said “It’s a bird!” and the other said “It’s not a bird!” Participants were given an interactive demonstration of what the system might do in certain scenarios (e.g. classify a robin as a bird but a penguin as not a bird if emphasis was placed on the flying feature). Participants were then encouraged to look through the deck of animal cards and

---

1 The version of this prototype presented at the workshop used language related to neural networks. However, focusing on human-described features when describing neural networks—which learn directly from input image data and therefore may not describe birds in the same way humans do—could potentially be misleading [27]. In iterations built after this workshop, we renamed this prototype Creature Features and use a feature-based learning algorithm rather than a neural network to classify birds.
think about how they could get each to be classified or not classified as a bird by adjusting the weights in the network.

This exhibit concept aims to communicate AI-related competencies such as the steps and practices of machine learning, ways of representing knowledge, and how agents make decisions. This exhibit incorporates embodiment in two different ways. First, it utilizes a tangible interface, concretizing an otherwise abstract and “black-box” algorithm (embodied interfaces have been used successfully in other fields to facilitate learning of abstract concepts—e.g. [1,16]). In addition, the exhibit employs a “weight” metaphor [53], drawing a connection between weighted and biased training data and the embodied notion of weight. This is intended to help users draw on their “body sintonicity” (i.e. knowledge of their body and how it interfaces with the world) when making sense of the network [2]. The exhibit is also collaborative—learners are encouraged to work together to decide which features to put weight on (collective action) and engage in verbal dialogue about the possible outcomes of the network [63]. The physical design is large enough to allow multiple users to place weight at once, and it is intended to encourage group members to debate/discuss where they should place the weights to best optimize the network. This type of constructive debate—particularly in a family group collaboration—can increase the likelihood of conceptual change [23]. Neural Net also incorporates design considerations such as providing opportunities to program or teach AI, and creating explainable algorithms [60].

3.2.4 Semantic Network

Semantic Network is an exhibit concept in which visitors can build semantic networks that describe concepts of interest to them (e.g. their family, relationships between things in the world) using strings, pins, and a corkboard (Figure 4). Different string colors indicate different relationships (e.g. is, has, likes, dislikes). Visitors can take a picture of their creation and it will be parsed by a computer. The visitor can then ask the computer questions about the semantic network that they created (e.g. Q: “What does a cat have?” A: “A cat has fur”). By building a network and asking the AI questions about it, participants can explore/discuss ideas including the limitations of knowledge representations, the differences between human and computer intelligence, and what it means to “know” or “understand” a concept. In the workshop, participants were given a set of circle cards with entity/concept names on them (e.g. mom, dog, piano) and a set of colored lines. They were also given a key—each colored line corresponded to a different type of relationship (e.g. is-a, has-a, likes, dislikes). Participants were prompted to
create their own semantic network to teach a hypothetical computer. Participants then glued down the appropriate concepts and lines according to the key.

This exhibit concept aims to communicate AI-related competencies such as ways of representing knowledge and how agents learn and make decisions. This exhibit incorporates embodiment in the form of a tangible interface for constructing a network. Physically building the network in space aids in concretizing the abstract and otherwise “invisible” nature of knowledge representations. The exhibit is designed to be collaborative—multiple group members are able to easily work together to build a single network (i.e. collective action [63]). There are multiple points of entry—little kids can think about relationships they may currently be learning (e.g. cat has whiskers). Older kids and adults can expand the network’s complexity and explore its limitations. The exhibit is creative in that it is open-ended, and users can explore how to create personally meaningful networks depending on their interests. Semantic Network also incorporates design considerations such as opportunities to program or teach AI, creating explainable algorithms, and leveraging learner interests [60].

3.2.5 LuminAI + MoViz

The LuminAI exhibit concept builds on an existing AI installation in which participants can improvise movement together with an AI dance partner that is projected onto a screen ([59]. A “shadow” of the user’s body (generated from a motion capture sensor) is projected on the screen next to an AI dance partner, which senses participant movements via a motion capture sensor and responds with movements in its memory that it deems to be similar. This exhibit concept proposes expanding LuminAI into an educational exhibit where participants can move between multiple interaction stations to create a personally customized AI dance partner and learn about the AI dancer’s gesture memory. Participants would be able to switch between datasets of different genres of dance moves (e.g. hip-hop, ballet) in order to change the AI agent’s knowledge of dance. Participants can put on a virtual reality (VR) headset and use a tool called MoViz to explore a visualisation of the gestures in a chosen dataset, which are clustered.
Visitors can then dance with an AI dancer (projected onto a screen or wall) that is trained on the dataset they selected. LuminAI was at a more developed stage prior to the workshop than the rest of the prototypes. We allowed participants to interact with the original system by dancing with an AI dancer projected on the wall, and then had them interact with MoViz using a laptop interface. At the time of the workshop, LuminAI and MoViz were not communicating—that is, MoViz was displaying a different dataset than the one LuminAI was using to dance.

The LuminAI exhibit concept touches on competencies such as understanding the steps and practices of machine learning, ways of representing knowledge, how agents make decisions, how computers learn from data, and understanding different types of intelligence. LuminAI incorporates embodiment in two different ways. First, the exhibit utilizes an embodied interface in which learners use their bodies to dance with the AI. Second, the MoViz visualization of gesture clustering is an embodied representation of the way in which the agent groups similar gestures in memory. Learners can explore gestures and their clusterings in relation to each other in space, concretizing and visualizing learned relationships between data points that would otherwise be invisible to the user. The exhibit can be highly collaborative when a setting is enabled to allow multiple user “shadows” to appear on the screen next to the AI agent—in the past we have observed a variety of emergent social dance interactions, including physical dialogue as visitors engage in dance together and collective action as visitors work together to get the agent to respond in a certain way. However, the prototype we presented at the workshop only allowed for single user interactions due to space constraints. While not strictly collaboration according to the definition presented at the beginning of this paper, LuminAI also learns from users and repeats their dance movements back to later participants, allowing for a shared dialogue across time with others that have danced with the exhibit throughout the day. Finally, the exhibit is creative not only in that it is situated in a creative domain that allows for personal expression, but also in that it allows learners to co-create together with and customize an AI dance partner. LuminAI also incorporates additional design considerations such as creating explainable algorithms, providing opportunities to program or teach AI, incorporating learner interests, and engaging with lesser-known forms of AI.

4 METHODOLOGY

4.1 Site Location and Target Audience

The site location for our research was the Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago—a large science and technology museum in the midwestern United States. In 2018, over 1.3 million guests visited the museum. We chose this museum as a site location due to its large audience, ongoing work by their development team on a series of AI-related exhibits, and an existing research partnership. Since this is an exploratory study in an emerging field of research, we focused on recruiting a relatively small number of participants that we could spend a long time with in order to gather in-depth, qualitative data on family groups’ needs, goals, and prior knowledge in relationship to AI and AI-related learning experiences. Our target audience was family groups visiting the site location. We focused on recruiting families with children over the age of six, since most children do not develop theory of mind (i.e. the ability to “explain and predict other people’s behavior by attributing to them independent mental states, such as beliefs or desires” [31]) until they are 3-5 years old, making it difficult to grasp AI as a separate entity. However, we recognized that some families may have younger children who they wanted to bring along to the museum, so we provided some blocks and craft materials (which were also used for the design activity) in case very young children grew bored or distracted.
We focused on studying family groups for several reasons. First, 75% of museum visitors come in groups [40], and providing opportunities for collaborative interactions was one of our guiding design principles. In addition, we hoped that by focusing on family groups, we could explore how to expand AI education for both children and their parents, as adult education is an important and often overlooked component of public science education [66] and very little research to date has focused on AI education for adults without backgrounds in computing or data science. We aimed to design exhibits with multiple levels of entry, meaning that they would be easy to understand for younger children, but would offer opportunities for deeper engagement for older children and adults. We are interested in fostering learning/interest outcomes for adults and children alike (i.e. we are not exclusively focused on K-12 educational outcomes but rather the collaborative learning outcomes for all members of the family group).

4.2 Study Setup

We conducted two co-design workshops which were each two hours long and were held in the morning on different days in a small classroom workspace in the museum. Two researcher-facilitators collaboratively ran each workshop. Participants were recruited using a museum mailing list of visitors who had previously expressed interest in engaging in studies. We also sent recruitment emails to museum staff and researchers in order to involve on-the-ground expertise in our design sessions. Each participating family was compensated with free admission to the museum for up to four family members, free parking, and one free “add-on” experience (an estimated value of ~$160). The workshop was conducted in the morning so that participants would have plenty of time to explore the museum after the workshop.

The workshop held on Day 1 had just one family in attendance due to a last minute cancellation. The Day 2 workshop consisted of four families and one museum team member. A number of additional museum staff members chose to attend an informal feedback session after the Day 1 workshop due to time constraints (the feedback from this session is not reported in this paper due to its informal nature). Participants worked with their family groups throughout the workshop, and we paired a museum team member with one of the families on Day 2. Across the two days, we had a total of 20 participants—nine adults and 11 children. Ten of these children were ages six and up. Each group is numbered and described in more detail in Results (section 7). We did not collect any demographic data on participants beyond group size and approximate ages of children, which was shared when participants signed up for the study for planning purposes.

4.3 Data Collection

We collected a variety of data for analysis in different mediums during the workshop (as is common in generative design research [78]). We photographed/scanned artifacts generated by participants—including worksheet packets, design sketches, written prototype feedback, and exhibit prototype artifacts. One of the researcher-facilitators present at the workshop took field notes during and after the workshop. We also recorded audio of participant interactions during the workshop to corroborate our notes and provide additional detail on participants’ thought processes and commentary. Audio recorders were placed on participant group tables and later moved to prototype stations (see Workshop Summary (section 5) for details on the workshop structure). Most of the participants’ verbal dialogue was captured in audio recordings with a few exceptions due to inaudible/overlapping dialogue and the difficulty of moving the limited number of audio recorders between tables in a timely manner. Data from field notes and the collected design artifacts provide redundancy and supplement the data where recorded dialogue was missing or inaudible.
5 WORKSHOP SUMMARY

In this section, we describe each phase of the workshop in detail, including our motivation for the activities we included in each phase. We have made all of the materials used in the introductory and design activities as well as some of the low-fidelity prototype materials available online at this link. We hope that these can be of use to researchers and designers interested in conducting similar workshops and/or educators interested in using any of these materials in learning environments.

Research involving co-design can vary widely in terms of the level of stakeholder involvement, ranging from involving stakeholders in generating the research questions to engaging stakeholders in later stages of prototyping. We purposefully incorporated varying degrees of stakeholder involvement in our workshop. We came into the workshop with existing research questions and several flexible design ideas in the form of low-fidelity prototypes, but we also wanted participants to generate exhibit design ideas of their own. We originally intended to show participants our exhibit prototypes after they had generated ideas of their own (so as not to influence their ideas), but after pilot testing the workshop activities with several different groups, it became clear that we needed to scaffold the design generation process to ensure that participants were able to build on a) some prior knowledge of AI and b) an understanding of design possibilities/constraints for museum exhibits. Situating the open-ended co-design activity at the end of the workshop ensured that participants had foundational knowledge of AI from both the worksheet activity and interaction with the prototypes and that they had some inspiration to draw from in regards to possibilities for exhibit design.

One of the reasons we chose to use the methods we did was because we had a limited amount of time—our partners at the Museum of Science and Industry advised us based on their prior experience that we would likely be unable to recruit participants for a workshop lasting longer than two hours (or spanning multiple days). This imposed some constraints on the types of activities we could incorporate—for example, iterating on participant-generated designs using techniques like layered elaboration was not feasible within the timeframe. The activities we chose all had a low barrier of entry and required only minimal explanation, allowing participants to spend the majority of the workshop engaging in dialogue about AI and exhibit designs. We also aimed to incorporate activities that learners of all ages could participate in.
5.1 Consent

As participants arrived at the workshop, a researcher discussed the informed consent process with them and obtained written consent from adults and assent from minors. Written assent was obtained for children over the age of 11 and verbal assent was obtained for children under the age of 11, using age-appropriate language. Parents were also asked to sign a photo release form for the family. All participants were informed during the consent process that their conversations during the workshop would be audio-recorded and that they may be photographed.

5.2 Introductory Activity

After all participants had been consented, they were seated at a table with their group. The workshop began with an introductory activity. Participants worked together on a three page worksheet activity involving a card deck. All questions were answered as a group. All groups completed pages 1 and 2 of the worksheet activity. Group 2 arrived late and did not have time to finish page 3 of the activity. This entire activity took ~20 minutes for groups to complete.

The introductory activity served several purposes—it eased the groups into co-creation and ideation, provided us with some insight into their prior knowledge about AI, and equipped participants with foundational knowledge of AI that they could use in the later activities. The worksheet format allowed us to provide scaffolding in case participants did not know much about AI. This eliminated the need for an introductory presentation about AI and instead immediately engaged participants in collaborating and brainstorming together. The card deck was also intended to provide participants with many examples of AI and AI components to use later on during the design activity. The three worksheet pages are described in more detail below.

On the first page of the worksheet, we asked participants several questions about their prior experiences with AI and their impressions/feelings about AI. On the second page of the worksheet, participants were asked to look through a card deck (Figure 7) containing a number of examples of AI technologies and were prompted to select the ones they had interacted with before and glue them on the page. They were then prompted to circle items they were surprised by. This activity was intended to give participants an idea of what technology they interacted with actually used AI (helping resolve commonly held confusion about what AI is [60]). We also wanted to gauge which (if any) technologies were surprising to participants. On the third page of the worksheet, participants were asked to construct an imaginary AI technology by choosing three components: an input, an algorithm, and an output. They were given four different card decks to select from (Sensor and Dataset decks for the input component and Algorithm and Output decks for the latter two components, pictured in Figure 7). Participants walked through the activity step by step and learned about the roles of each component in the instructions as they went along. This activity was intended to familiarize participants with the basic components of AI so they would have an idea of how AI works before getting involved in the prototype testing and design activities. We were also interested in what types of imaginary AI technologies participants would develop.
5.3 Prototype Stations

In the second part of the workshop, participants engaged with the five low-fidelity prototypes of AI literacy exhibits—Magic Mirror, LuminAI, Semantic Network, Neural Net, and Sensor Wall. The goal of this stage of the workshop was to gather concrete feedback on specific ideas, in addition to familiarizing participants with the types of learning interventions and techniques used in museum spaces so that they could draw on these experiences in the final design creation stage of the workshop.

Each prototype station was set up with a design sketch of the future exhibit, a short write-up of the exhibit description, the prototype/activity materials, and a set of post-it notes and prompts for the participants to leave feedback. We asked the participants to respond to three feedback prompts for each prototype—“I like...,” “I wish...,” and “What if...?” This is a method that is often used to elicit prototype feedback within the interaction design community [78]. We purposefully brought low-fidelity, mostly paper-based exhibit prototypes in order to encourage participants to imagine future possibilities for design. Our intention was for each group to interact with at least three of the prototypes for ~15 minutes each. In reality, participants interacted with each station for 5-15 minutes because some stations—like Semantic Network—required longer/more complex interactions, whereas others—like Sensor Wall—were brief. Some groups also moved more quickly through the interactions, which is similar to how group interaction times and trajectories differ on the museum floor [80]. As a result, three groups (1, 3, 4) interacted with all five prototypes. Group 2 interacted with all prototypes except LuminAI and Magic Mirror; Group 5 interacted with all prototypes except Neural Net.

5.4 Design Activity

The final activity in the workshop was intended to be an opportunity for stakeholders to share their own novel ideas about designing AI literacy exhibits. One of the desired outcomes of the workshop was new ideas for design (in addition to feedback on our existing designs), and this was the focus of the culminating activity. Groups returned to their worktables after visiting the prototype station and were given several cards with prompts on them. Prompts were formulated as “Did you know...” questions with facts about AI related to the AI competencies [60] and “big ideas” [88], such as “Did you know that many AI devices are only able to do a specific task?” or “Did you know that some agents execute planned actions whereas others just react to objects in the environment?” These prompts were intended to scaffold the design experience and ensure that exhibit designs were focused on communicating factual, high-level concepts about AI. Participants were asked to design a museum exhibit to communicate the concept on the card. Drawing inspiration from the “bags of stuff” method that is often used in co-design [26], there were a variety of craft materials provided that participants could use to design their museum exhibits—including markers,
pencils, paper of different colors, scissors, glue, pipe cleaners, and other miscellaneous supplies like clay, googly eyes, styrofoam balls, etc. Participants were given ~25 minutes to complete the design task, with time left at the end of the workshop for participants to share their ideas with the group.

6 ANALYSIS

We took a mixed-methods approach to analyzing the data collected in the workshop due to the variety of different data types collected. In all aspects of our analysis, we avoid quantitative comparisons or statistics, since any quantitative results would not be statistically significant due to the small sample size of study participants. We focus instead on qualitative analysis, which is more well-suited to both our chosen methodology (co-design) and to identifying emerging patterns in a relatively new field of research [13].

We used a spreadsheet to track different components used and responses generated in the artifacts collected in the workshop (e.g. worksheets from the introductory activity, artifacts generated at the prototype stations), a method that is commonly used to make sense of “messy” data in alternative forms gathered in co-design workshops [78]. This analysis led us to identify several patterns in the artifacts, which we substantiate with qualitative descriptions of participant responses and creations. We also used the introductory worksheet packets to contextualize participant responses and ideas at the other activities based on their prior impressions and experiences. We recorded all participant feedback left at the prototype stations in a spreadsheet and identified common patterns. We transcribed all audio recordings and conducted an inductive thematic analysis of the transcripts, following the method outlined in [69]. We began by familiarizing ourselves with the data—a process which began during and after the workshop as we engaged with participants and took field notes. We continued this process by listening to all of the audio recordings, reading over our field notes, and jotting down points that stood out to us. We then reviewed our notes and identified common patterns.

After transcribing the audio recordings, we engaged in an initial round of line-by-line coding [11]. This involved coding each line of participant dialogue with an annotation describing the line (e.g. “Expressing interest in AI”; “Affirming participant A’s suggestion”). Almost every line of dialogue was coded, with the only exceptions being a few lines with portions of inaudible dialogue or lines that researchers were unable to interpret the meaning of given the context. We additionally reviewed our field notes and the data from the collected design artifacts and added codes that augmented our findings from the audio recordings (avoiding redundancy). We took this approach in order to ensure a data-driven coding process. Since AI education for non-experts is a relatively new research field, we wanted to ensure that we were identifying new patterns that emerged from the data rather than relying exclusively on existing frameworks or our own potential biases for noticing patterns.

Next, we grouped the many (2,424) codes written in the line-by-line coding process into categories representing higher level themes (e.g. “Emotions about AI”, “Mixed Feelings/Concerns about AI”). A number of these themes were novel; others emerged from the data but aligned with AI literacy competencies and design considerations [60]. We created a hierarchical structure of themes, with some more specific themes (e.g. “Privacy Concerns”) belonging to higher level theme groups (e.g. “Mixed Feelings/Concerns about AI”). Some codes fit within multiple themes. The primary researcher kept a reflective journal throughout the process in order to keep track of how her impressions and ideas about the recordings changed over time [69]. The primary researcher was in charge of the codebook development, with incremental feedback from two other researchers. Conflicts were resolved via discussion until the researchers came to a mutual agreement. We describe our codebook and themes in more detail in the following section.
7 RESULTS

In this section, we report on the results from our analysis and discuss implications. The following three subsections correspond to the three stages of the workshop—introductory activity, prototype feedback, and design activity. A short description of each group that participated in the workshop is included in Table 2. All participant names used in this section are pseudonyms and ages are approximate.

7.1 Introductory Activity

7.1.1 Familiarity/Prior Experience with AI

All of the families demonstrated some level of familiarity with AI via the AI example cards they discussed, the examples of AI they generated on their own, or the words they associated with AI. Most of the adult participants and a couple of kids referenced AI they had seen in popular media and science fiction in addition to examples of AI they had previously interacted with. In some cases, experiences with popular media seemed to color participants’ impressions of AI—for instance, Mark (G1) did not consider AI to be trustworthy since he had “seen The Matrix”. Kimberly and Joseph (G5) made the distinction that they were not concerned about current AI technologies like “Alexa, or Google, or self-driving vehicles,” but they were concerned about the types of AI they saw in movies (“like the one in I, Robot.”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Number</th>
<th>Group Members</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1 (G1)</td>
<td>Mark (dad), Ella (daughter, age 6)</td>
<td>They were the only participants in the day 1 workshop. Both were actively engaged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2 (G2)</td>
<td>Maria (mom), Ricky (grandfather), Alex (son, age 10), Mimi (daughter, age 6)</td>
<td>Mimi was quiet through much of the workshop but actively participated in the design activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3 (G3)</td>
<td>Susan (mom), John (son, age 16), Sam (son, age 16), Ellen (museum team member)</td>
<td>Group appeared to have some prior experience with AI/computing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 4 (G4)</td>
<td>Joann (mom), Ralph (dad), Lauren (daughter, age 15-16), Katie (daughter, age 15-16)</td>
<td>Group appeared to have some prior experience with AI/computing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 5 (G5)</td>
<td>Kimberly (mom), Joseph (dad), Liza (daughter, age 13-15), Anna (daughter, age 13-15), Kayla (daughter, age 7), Lucy (daughter, age 4)</td>
<td>Kayla and Lucy disengaged during some of the prototype station activities, and Joseph took them to play with some of the craft materials.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1.2 Mixed Feelings/Concerns about AI

All participant groups expressed mixed feelings about AI. Kids often expressed enthusiasm about AI, choosing words like amazed, curious, interested, and hopeful, although a few had reservations (Alex, G2; John and Sam, G3). Adults more often indicated concern or hesitancy (G3, G1, Maria, G2), though some also expressed hope (Kimberly, G5). All groups purposefully avoided circling trustworthy (“Do you trust AI? Not right yet.” (Ralph, G4)). A few participants expressed that AI confused or intimidated them (G1, G2). Many participants shared stories or anecdotes about past experiences they had with AI as a way of expressing or explaining their feelings.

Several groups shared concerns about AI. G3 in particular discussed privacy concerns, concerns about encoded bias, and AI taking people’s jobs. Several groups mentioned concerns related to AI becoming self-aware or too powerful (G1, G3, G5), although some were referring to fictional AI when they voiced this concern. Participants also discussed how humans can take advantage of AI in scenarios ranging from news stories about hacking (G3) to anecdotes about using a Nest thermostat to mess with the temperature in the house behind a spouse’s back (Maria,
Concerns about AI sometimes revealed conflicting feelings—for example, Ellen (G3) liked using Alexa for convenience but was concerned about privacy. Others expressed skepticism about AI. At one point during the workshop, Ricky (G2) asked incredulously, “There’s people who actually go to school to study this?” Some participants reported purposefully avoided using AI technologies like social media (Mark, G1; Ellen, G3). During the introductory activity, G3 created an imaginary “nonsensical” AI that detected users’ presence using a camera and looked at users’ Facebook posts in order to decide whether or not to open a door. Sam (G3) commented on this imagined AI, stating that, “In a lot of ways, artificial intelligence, to me at least, seems like a gimmick...it’s really trendy to put in machine learning, artificial intelligence on any...thing.”

Table 3. Common themes from introductory activity discussions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Familiarity/prior experience with AI</th>
<th>3. Dealing with AI errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1. Generating examples of AI</td>
<td>3.1. Noting that AI overlooks “edge cases”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2. Discussing words associated with AI</td>
<td>3.2. Recognizing that minor alterations confuse AI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3. Discussing AI example cards</td>
<td>3.3. Suggesting human-in-the-loop systems to mitigate AI errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4. Referencing popular media &amp; science fiction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. Mixed Feelings/Concerns about AI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1. Confusion/intimidation towards AI/tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2. Distrust/fear of AI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3. Enthusiasm and hope for AI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4. Interest in AI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5. Sharing stories of experiences with AI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6. Privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7. Hacking/humans taking advantage of AI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8. AI becoming self-aware or too powerful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9. AI taking jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.10. Encoded bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.11. Skepticism about/avoidance of AI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4. Recognizing AI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.1. Confusion about definition of AI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2. Associating AI with tech in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3. Surprising examples of AI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4. Distinguishing between AI and humans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5. Imaginary Uses of AI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.1. Household</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2. School/work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3. Security/protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4. Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1.3 Recognizing AI

Almost all of the groups (G1, G2, G3, G4) expressed some issues with recognizing AI—that is, confusion over distinguishing between artifacts that used AI and artifacts that did not. Several participants said they were unsure what AI was (Mark, G1; Ricky, G2) and others got into debates about whether certain technologies used AI (G3, G4). For instance, Ralph (G4) argued that GPS was not AI, it was “just a tracking system,” but Lauren (G4) countered that “Google Maps now tells you if you have a traffic jam, if there’s like a lot of people stopped at an intersection.” Some of the groups (G2) suggested examples of AI that conflated AI with technology in general, like iPads or remote controls. Participants found a few of the AI example cards surprising, including the use of AI in video games (G1), online banking (G3, G5), and email spam detection (G3, G5). Kimberly (G5) was surprised that AI was used to recognize checks because she assumed “a person [was]...taking care of it.” Some participants drew distinctions between AI and humans (“[AI is] something that isn’t a person but knows how to think” (Maria, G2); “We’re intelligent, like we’re thinking people because we have brains in our heads. We’re talking about artificial meaning, it’s not natural. It’s made. We made it.” (Kimberly, G5)).
7.1.4 Imaginary Uses of AI

When prompted to use the provided input, algorithm, and output cards to create an imaginary AI, groups explored a variety of different *imaginary uses of AI* including AI that could be *used for entertainment* (Ella, G1) or *protection/security* (G5). Several groups imagined AI devices that could help them with *household tasks* (G2, G5), such as taking out the trash or making lunch (G5). Other groups suggested having AI help them with *school/work related tasks* like taking a test for you (G2) or doing your job (G3). This is consistent with a previous workshop study where the authors found that when asked to imagine future AI, kids often created AI that could help them with tasks like household chores or homework [25]. However, some groups in our study were also skeptical about having AI do tasks for them—Ellen (G3) in particular was concerned that if AI did her job for her, she would be replaced.

7.1.5 Dealing with AI errors

Several participant groups considered different errors that AI might make and how to deal with them when thinking of their imaginary AI. John and Sam (G3) recalled *’edge cases’* that cause AI to fail, like their phone’s inability to tell their faces apart since they are twins. G3 and G5 both recognized that *minor alterations can often confuse AI*. For instance, G5 designed an AI security system that operated using facial recognition and considered issues like how the AI would know not to call the police on the mailman dropping off mail, their grandparents coming for a visit, or people attending a party they were throwing. Kimberly suggested a *human-in-the-loop* phone alert system where “it would just alert me that a stranger is walking up...and I would be like, it’s the mailman.”

7.2 Prototype Interactions

This section discusses participant interactions with the exhibit prototypes. We present themes related to social interaction dynamics (i.e. whether/how group members collaborated, including commentary on the division of labor amongst group members [19]), social learning talk [4,76] related to the exhibit, and participant feedback on the exhibit design. We see both the discussion of social interaction dynamics and social learning talk as being relevant to understanding how learners collaborated at the exhibits (i.e. engaging in verbal dialogue, shared interactions, and/or collectively working towards a shared goal). We identify participant comments where possible, but feedback post-it notes were anonymous so some quotes are presented without a pseudonym. Key themes are presented in tables and discussed in more detail in the text.

7.2.1 Social Interaction Dynamics

Different social interaction dynamics emerged at each of the exhibit prototypes. Learners tended to explore the Sensor Wall and Neural Net activities together as a single group. At Magic Mirror and Semantic Network, some groups collaborated on a single artifact (cyborg/network), while other groups split up and made multiple artifacts. There was a clear division of labor between adults/older children and younger children at both Magic Mirror and Semantic Network. For instance, at Magic Mirror, older participants typically read the cards aloud while the younger kids participated in the conversation and glued cards onto the outlines. At LuminAI, group members generally took turns dancing—or nominated one person to try out different moves while the rest of the group looked on. Similarly, when interacting with MoViz, group members usually stood around the screen and commented on the visualization while one person navigated around the UI.
Table 4: Summary of social interaction dynamics at each exhibit prototype

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibit Name</th>
<th>Group Dynamics</th>
<th>Division of Labor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magic Mirror</td>
<td>Single or multiple groups</td>
<td>Older group members read cards, younger kids discussed and glued cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Wall</td>
<td>Single group</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Net</td>
<td>Single group</td>
<td>None, although some younger kids disengaged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Network</td>
<td>Single or multiple groups</td>
<td>Older group members planned network, younger kids identified cards and glued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LuminAI</td>
<td>Learners took turns dancing with LuminAI or interacting with MoViz while others observed</td>
<td>One person was the active user, others took on role of commentator/observer/director</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2.2 Social Learning Talk

Participants engaged in a variety of social learning talk while interacting with the exhibits. Roberts et al. describe four different types of learning talk that commonly occur at museum exhibits—management statements are “related to the establishment of joint attention, negotiation of action, or scaffolding exhibit use”; instantiate statements “indicate... when a user says aloud a piece of information, providing opportunities for other visitors to internalize that information”; evaluation statements “make a judgment or assessment about a piece of information by assigning some kind of value, whether qualitative or quantitative”; integration is “the act of pulling together multiple pieces of information presented in an exhibit”; and finally generate statements “combine information from the exhibit with visitors’ own prior knowledge and experiences” [76]. We loosely structure our discussion of learning talk at the exhibit prototypes according to this framework (keeping in mind that a single statement can often contain multiple different types of learning talk).

Management talk occurred at all of the exhibits. We particularly saw a lot of management at LuminAI, where participants took turns dancing with LuminAI while others directed them to try out different moves. When interacting with MoViz, the cluster visualization tool, participants directed the participant in charge of the controls to navigate around the interface (“Click on the blues and make it appear.” (Ella, G1); “I want to see if you can move it. What if you click where there’s a bunch of them, what does it do?” (Joann, G4)).

Instantiation played a particularly important role at Magic Mirror. Parents and older kids read sensor/actuator cards aloud, allowing the whole group (including younger, pre-literate children) to internalize information about the sensor or actuator. Instantiation also played a role at LuminAI, where some participants read aloud the text on the screen. The text prompted users to teach LuminAI and explained what kind of moves the dancer was performing (e.g. “Cool move! I’m going to do something similar.”) Reading this aloud may have helped learners to internalize that the dancer was learning from them and consider some of its decision-making modes.

Evaluation statements were common at several of the exhibits. Participants (G1, G3, G4) qualitatively evaluated particular gestures in MoViz (“Well look at this one—so I have it on this little blue dot and all of a sudden the arms start flailing!” (Susan, G3)) and observed similarities between gestures that were in the same cluster (“Blue’s really complex. See like how its shifting the legs and also kinda doing arm motions and then red is just like, it’s just kinda arms.” (John, G3)). The most common interaction with LuminAI was physically trying out different moves and vocalizing/commenting on the moves LuminAI was performing in response on the screen. Some participants tried to find bugs or test edge cases by interacting with LuminAI. For example, Susan (G3) investigated whether the system would break if two people were in the Kinect sensor’s field of view at once by testing it out with her son Sam. Several users also commented on the limitations of the Microsoft Kinect motion sensor.
Similar interactions also occurred at Sensor Wall, where participants tested out a variety of different sounds to see how the exhibit would respond, including clapping, snapping, whistling, beatboxing, singing, and speaking at different volumes, pitches, and durations. Participants also made observations as to what happened when they made the sounds (i.e. noticing the screen blink or the LED light on the Arduino light up). Some participants pointed out some limitations of the sound sensor (“It’s not that sensitive” (Sam, G3), “I feel like it picks up the high pitch noises better” (Mark, G1)).

At Magic Mirror, participants (G1, G4, G5) engaged in evaluation when they qualitatively compared and contrasted human body parts to sensors/actuators and recognized that several human body parts could not be one-to-one replaced with machine components—for instance, Joseph (G5) noted that the mouth “does more than just...taste. ‘Cause it talks too or produces sound,” and noted that you would have to use several sensors and actuators to fulfill that purpose. Participants also engaged in qualitative assessment of different creatures at Neural Net, discussing the features of the animals on the example cards (e.g. “it [an iguana] doesn’t have feathers” (Ella, G1)). Younger participants in particular looked through the cards and guessed which ones they thought would be classified as birds (Ella, G1; Alex, G2).

Integration, or making connections between exhibit components, was particularly common at Semantic Network. Participants discussed where to place concepts in their network and what relationships to connect concepts with (e.g. “Does your kitty have a nose?” (Maria, G2)). In doing so, they found commonalities between the different concepts (“Ooh dogs have whiskers right? So do cats.” (Mark, G1)). Some participants noted that it was difficult to express certain nuanced concepts in the network (e.g. “Cats dislike birds. Right? Probably? No, they eat them.” (Mark, G1)).

Participants integrated information at Neural Net when they discussed how they thought the weights would affect the classification of the examples (e.g. “But if you focus, if you keep showing it pictures when you’re training it of beaks, and then you show it a platypus, it’s going to think it’s a bird.” (Joann, G4)). G3 participants were interested in how multiple weighted features would interact and wanted to test out different combinations (“imagine, like, you have maybe a heavy weight on like skeletal structure, maybe a beak, but like...not a lot of weight on eggs.” (Susan, G3)).

We saw the most generate statements, or statements connecting with learners’ prior knowledge/experiences, at Magic Mirror and Semantic Network. At Magic Mirror, most groups began the process of adding parts to their cyborgs by thinking about sensors and actuators that were analogous to human body parts (“This detects sound. Now what detects sound on your body?” (Joseph, G5)). This tied in with our design goal of having participants draw on their “body knowledge” as they made sense of different sensors and actuators. Groups also engaged in learning talk surrounding several prompt questions that were on the table, including considering which of their own body parts they would or would not replace with sensors. Kimberly (G5) did not want to move the location of her body parts around, referencing religion when she said that “I don’t want my eyes down here. I’d want them where they are. I want ears on the sides of your head so you can hear the most, or at least sound sensors can hear the
most...sound,” because “I think God did that on purpose.” Ella (G1) was excited by the prospect of placing body parts, and was particularly interested in the interface between the human body and machine body parts, like what it would be like to lose a robot tooth or how you would trim a robot toenail. Several participants wanted to use sensors to either fix their own body parts or enhance their natural capabilities. For example, Anna (G5) suggested replacing her ears because “when you grow older you lose your sense of hearing.” Participants also considered things that could go wrong when replacing body parts with sensors. For instance, Mark (G1) wondered about what would happen if he replaced his eyes with cameras and they malfunctioned.

Participants also drew on prior knowledge frequently at Semantic Network. Several participants chose a “theme” for their network before getting started—many of these were based on personal interests. For example, G1 decided to start their network with a dog card because they had dogs. G5 themed their network around musical instruments they played. Participants also related the semantic network to other similar structures they had seen before—like a “chart” (Ella, G1) a “web” (Mark, G1), or brainstorming/making a collage (Ricky, G2). Several participants also made the connection that building the semantic network was like teaching or programming a computer (Maria, G2, Mark, G1).

Table 5: Summary of learning talk at each exhibit prototype. A blank cell does not indicate that no learning talk of that nature occurred at the prototype, just that it was not significant enough to constitute a key theme in our analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibit Name</th>
<th>Manage</th>
<th>Instantiate</th>
<th>Evaluate</th>
<th>Integrate</th>
<th>Generate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magic Mirror</td>
<td>Discussing parts to add to cyborg</td>
<td>Reading cards aloud</td>
<td>Comparing human body parts with sensors / actuators</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Considering parts to replace; drawing on body knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Wall</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Noticing sound or visual</td>
<td>Trying out different noises and making observations about system reaction to sounds; pointing out limitations of sensor</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Net</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Discussing features of animals; Guessing what the animals would be classified as</td>
<td>Considering how weights would affect classification</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Network</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Reading cards aloud</td>
<td>Discussing relationships; noticing commonalities</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Choosing personal theme for network; comparing network to other structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LuminAI</td>
<td>Directing others to dance or navigate MoViz UI</td>
<td>Reading text on screen aloud</td>
<td>Trying moves and observing response; noticing gestures and similarities; searching for bug; discussing Kinect</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2.3 Design Feedback

Participants had positive feedback for exhibits that allowed for open-ended creative interactions—particularly Magic Mirror and Semantic Network. Learners liked how they could customize their creations (“I liked that you got...
to show...how you would want your body” (Ella, G1); (“[Semantic Network was] fun because I got to do whatever I wanted.” (Alex, G2)). Participants also liked how the prototypes allowed them to be creative and draw on their prior knowledge (“I liked seeing how the sensors are compared to our body parts” (Liza, G5); “I like the different options and connections made between very different things [at Semantic Network]. It’s like a puzzle.”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibit Name</th>
<th>Design Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magic Mirror</td>
<td>Enjoyed open-ended hands-on nature; liked drawing on “body knowledge”; wanted to engage with real sensors or connect with Sensor Wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Wall</td>
<td>Enjoyed responsiveness and interacting with a real sensor; many thought interaction was too simple and wanted to expand it; suggestions to connect with Magic Mirror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Net</td>
<td>Suggestions to integrate technology, make it more accessible for young learners, add connections to the “real world” and Semantic Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Network</td>
<td>Enjoyed open-ended hands-on nature; suggestions to integrate technology and connect with Neural Net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LuminAI</td>
<td>Enjoyed dancing; older participants enjoyed exploring MoViz; suggestions to integrate MoViz and LuminAI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exhibits that provided immediate, “visceral” [83] responses also received positive feedback. Several groups commented on how they liked the “immediate feedback” from Sensor Wall and appreciated how it responded to noises (Ella & Mark, G1; Maria, G2). Similarly, participants enjoyed dancing and “moving around” with LuminAI (Sam and John, G3; Mark, G1). Suggestions for expanding exhibits also focused on improving responsiveness or adding more interactive features. Sensor Wall in particular elicited a lot of suggestions for expansion—while some groups appreciated the simplicity of the experience, others felt it was too simple and all groups suggested making the visual response more interesting or adding additional sound recognition features. Several participants suggested expanding the Neural Net activity to make it more responsive, using lights and visuals to indicate the weights on certain features (G3) or highlighting relevant features in the bird images (Ella, G1). Learners also had suggestions for making Semantic Network more responsive—e.g. “I wish there was an animated AI that built what it thought we meant in real time as we placed the pieces down.” Several groups that interacted with Magic Mirror wanted to try out the sensors that they incorporated in their cyborg to see how they actually worked (G1, G3, G5).

A common theme across these comments was the desire to interact with something “real”—a real sensor, a “real neural network,” or a real AI using the semantic network.

Most groups felt that it was important for exhibits to be accessible to learners of all ages, and some were frustrated when the exhibit was hard for their youngest kids to engage with. Learners liked that Magic Mirror, Semantic Network, and Sensor Wall were engaging for all group members (“I like that you can do it with your children”). On the other hand, numerous participants (G2, G5) commented that Neural Net was a little difficult to understand, particularly for younger kids, and suggested providing clearer instructions, allowing kids to “to practice with trial and error to see what the best input would be,” or (as mentioned) incorporating interactive components like “lights and sounds” to “make it more fun.”

Participants had numerous suggestions for how to make connections—between exhibits, to other disciplines, and to the “real world.” Several groups suggested connecting multiple exhibits into one larger experience—for instance, connecting Magic Mirror with Sensor Wall (Sam, G3) to enable participants to try out the sensors in their cyborg, or connecting Semantic Network with Neural Net (Ellen, G3) to communicate the difference between top-
down programmed knowledge and bottom-up learned knowledge. Numerous groups wanted to connect MoViz with LuminAI in a more meaningful way—for instance, coloring the dancer’s gesture according to which MoViz cluster it belonged to (Mark, G1). Several participants also had ideas for how to connect exhibits to other disciplines. Ellen (G3) thought that Neural Net could be used to teach young kids about categorization, and Susan (G3) suggested using the weights in Neural Net to teach about math percentages. Several participants wanted to strengthen the connection between Neural Net and “real life.” Participants suggested exploring alternative domains for the neural network like facial recognition, racial discrimination, or climate change (Susan & Ellen, G3).

7.3 Design Activity

This section describes the artifacts generated by participants when they were prompted to create an exhibit to teach visitors about AI. These artifacts can provide insight into visitors’ priorities and interests in AI-related exhibits, which can then inspire future design research. In this section, we describe the exhibits that participant groups designed. We comment on common design features in Discussion (section 8). We include a few participant-drawn sketches where they add to an understanding of the textual description of the designed exhibit.

7.3.1 Group 1: AI Paintings & Riddles

Mark (dad) and Ella (age 6) selected the prompt card “Did you know that some AI can do creative things, like write poems or generate paintings?” Ella wanted to create an exhibit that showed that AI could write poems and Mark wanted to create an exhibit that showed AI drawing a picture, so they decided to each create a separate design. Ella took inspiration from one of her favorite exhibits at the museum, which has an auditorium with a spherical projection screen in the middle. She suggested having the screen display a riddle (“question poem”) with multiple choice answers for the audience to choose between. The visitors sitting in the auditorium would have buttons or clickers that they could use to choose an answer to the riddle that was generated by the AI on the screen. Mark situated his exhibit in a hallway. Visitors walking down the hallway could select between different features of a painting—for example, choosing between a landscape vs. a portrait, or selecting color vs. black and white. Based on these inputs, the AI would generate a unique painting that it would project on the wall in the hallway. Visitors could view a “time-lapse” video of the AI generating the painting. Visitors would be able to email themselves a copy of the picture they created.

7.3.2 Group 2: Drone Showcase

Group 2 picked the prompt, “Did you know that AI devices use sensors to detect things in the world?” Alex (age 10) suggested creating a “drone showcase” exhibit where you could fly a drone around the museum (he was really enthusiastic about drones throughout the workshop). Mimi (age 6) came up with the idea to move drones around in a room to solve a puzzle. This reminded Alex of “mini games, where you have to…get an egg and you have to fly it
to the other side of the room without it cracking.” Ricky suggested the idea of using the drone to walk the dog. The group ended up sketching an exhibit where a visitor could fly a drone to bring food and water to a dog.

7.3.3 Group 3: Competing Robots

Group 3 chose the prompt, “Did you know that some robots move by pre-planning routes, and others simply react to objects in their path?” The group came up with the idea of an exhibit in which two different robots would navigate a maze. One robot would navigate the maze by sensing obstacles and the other would operate according to a visitor-written program. Visitors could use a block-based programming language on an iPad kiosk to program the pre-planned robot. They could then compare the performance of the two robots and discuss the pros and cons of each approach.

Group 4: Responsive Box

Group 4 selected the design prompt, “Did you know that some AI systems are often only good at one very specific task—like recognizing a face or turning on a light when motion is detected?” Lauren suggested creating “a little dude that runs away when you put your hand near it.” She suggested using a motion sensor to detect the presence of your hand. Ralph added to this idea, suggesting using speed to modulate the response of the AI. They ended up creating a moving box that sensed hand proximity and speed. If a hand approached it quickly, the box would move away. If it approached slowly, the box would move towards you, and if you touched it, a heart would show up on a touchscreen. If you moved your hand towards the box at medium speed (“just right!”) it would stay still. If you touched it, you would see two hearts.

7.3.4 Group 5: Family-Friendly Smell Detector

Group 5 picked the prompt, “Did you know that humans play an important role in fine-tuning AI systems?” They designed a “family friendly” exhibit that “little kids would think was fun too.” Visitors would step into a booth where an AI would learn how “humans think different chemicals and pheromones smell.” The exhibit would:

“Shoot a little scent out and then it would, for the sake of like smaller or younger children, have maybe like a touchscreen with pictures and they could choose between certain things like what it smelled like. So, like tap a picture. And then like a secondary question would come up that said, ‘is this a pleasant smell or is this an unpleasant smell?’ So, it can help the smelling sensor kind of figure out what we think and how we feel about certain scents” (Kimberly, G5).
8 DISCUSSION

Themes that we found in our analysis reveal some insights related to designing exhibits to promote AI literacy. In this section, we reflect on how our core design considerations—collaboration, embodied interaction, and creativity—worked in practice at each exhibit prototype. We also present design recommendations for future AI literacy exhibits based on the themes we noticed in the workshop discussions. Several of these recommendations echo design considerations for AI literacy learning interventions [60] and are in conversation with prior work on collaborative learning (e.g. [35,38,50]).

8.1 Core Design Considerations

8.1.1 Collaboration

All exhibit prototypes supported some degree of collaboration between group members, although the types of collaboration that emerged differed by exhibit (e.g. Semantic Network and Magic Mirror facilitated more collective action as participants worked towards the shared goal of creating a network or cyborg; Neural Net facilitated more shared dialogue). Features of participant generated exhibit designs also suggested that participants viewed collaboration as being important. G1 and G3 specifically designed their exhibits to support social interaction—Ella (G1) designed an exhibit that engaged audience members in a collaborative Q&A session, and G3 designed a game-like exhibit where multiple visitors could work as a team to program a robot to navigate a maze.

Participant feedback on exhibit prototypes indicated that iterative changes could be made to our plans for exhibit design to improve support for collaboration. For example, enabling additional user shadows in LuminAI could allow for more shared dance experiences and collective action, and keeping MoViz on a screen or projection rather than putting it in VR as we originally intended could help to foster some of the shared dialogue about gesture clusterings we saw in the workshop at the final exhibit. Similarly, participants enjoyed collaborating on their cyborgs in Magic Mirror (collective action), an activity we likely want to consider incorporating into the final exhibit (rather than just projecting sensors onto the mirror). The prompt questions included with Magic Mirror also spurred a lot of social learning dialogue, and we may want to include similar questions for the other exhibits in the future. Providing multiple interaction stations for activities like Semantic Network could allow multiple subgroups to create artifacts simultaneously [46,49]. Additional steps can also be taken to better engage young learners (see 8.2.6 Support for young learners).

The findings from this study also indicate more broadly the importance of incorporating opportunities for collaboration in AI learning experiences. AI is a relatively new topic to many people, it is complex, and there are many open questions about its societal and ethical implications. Collaborative social dialogue can aid learners in constructively debating and making sense of AI and the issues surrounding it [23]. We saw this occur in the Introductory Activity, when personal narratives and multi-generational dialogue emerged as family members shared their different experiences and feelings towards AI technologies. This type of shared dialogue is important to foster if we want learners to engage in critical discussion about AI and its role in their personal lives.

In addition, AI (and its association with computer science) can be characterized as an individualistic pursuit [6] or as cold/mechanical [71,85]. Engaging in social learning activities about AI can potentially aid in making the field more engaging and interesting for a more diverse audience. Learners seemed to engage in the most learning
dialogue at the activities where they were working together towards a shared goal—*Magic Mirror* and *Semantic Network*—rather than just engaging in dialogue surrounding a shared activity.

### 8.1.2 Embodied Interaction

All of the exhibits also engaged participants in some form of embodied interaction [51]. Participant feedback illustrated that participants liked the "hands-on" nature of the exhibits or enjoyed activities like "finding pictures," "moving pieces," or "pressing buttons." All of the participants’ design sketches involved interactive activities including using buttons to provide visitor input (G1), programming and physically playing with robotic devices (G3, G4), teaching an AI about smells using a touchscreen kiosk (G5), and flying a drone (G2). This suggests that participants are excited by tangible experiences, which may stem from their existing expectations about museums and/or the abstract nature of AI being made concrete. Prior work suggests that adding in more interaction stations [46], tools for exploring sensors’ capabilities [49], and building in opportunities for reflection [25,38] could all potentially lead to increased learning talk.

### 8.1.3 Creativity

Only three of the prototypes supported open-ended creative experiences. Participants were able to engage creatively with *Semantic Network* and *Magic Mirror*, building networks and cyborgs related to their personal interests. Participants were also able to engage creatively with *LuminAI*, exploring how to co-create dance moves with the AI, although we did not observe as much co-creation during the workshop as we have during past installations of *LuminAI* in public spaces [58]. This may have been partially due to situational issues, like participants being embarrassed to dance in front of people without music in the small workshop room or *LuminAI* being slow to respond due to laptop issues on the second day of the workshop. Overall, our results indicate that the exhibit prototypes that supported all three design considerations during the workshop—*Semantic Network* and *Magic Mirror*—fostered the most learning talk amongst participants of all ages. This suggests that the design considerations driving our exhibit designs—*embodied interaction, collaboration, and creativity*—were effective at providing engaging experiences that promote learning talk, especially when used in combination with each other.

Participant design sketches and prototype feedback also supported the idea that creativity was an important design consideration. Several participants suggested adding creative components to *Sensor Wall*, like making the sensor respond to input with visual art or music. Participants also asked for the ability to co-create with each other (in addition to the AI dance partner) at the *LuminAI* exhibit. G1’s design sketches focused on AI that could creatively generate riddles and paintings, and G3 incorporated a creative visitor programming activity into their maze exhibit.

### 8.2 Additional Design Considerations

#### 8.2.1 Addressing issues with recognizing AI

A common theme in the introductory activity was confusion about what AI is and what technologies use AI. Even after completing the introductory activity, there was confusion about the differences between technology in general, algorithms, and AI. Defining AI is a foundational topic, but one that even experts debate [60]. Considering the importance of this issue for being able to engage with AI in everyday life, designers of AI literacy learning interventions may want to consider prioritizing engaging learners in discussions about what AI is and how to recognize it.
8.2.2 Building on learners’ prior knowledge and interests

Prior work suggests that learners will likely bring preconceptions about AI to AI-related learning experiences, many of which come from popular media like movies, television shows, or news media [60]. This contention is supported by our findings—most of the adults in the workshop referenced AI in popular media. Although a few children referenced popular media, they tended to draw more on their own prior experiences interacting with AI technologies. Some of the participant preconceptions we discuss in Results (section 7) could be leveraged in future design interventions to create learning experiences that build more effectively on participants’ prior knowledge. We suggest that exhibits that connect to commonly used AI technologies may help young learners in particular to draw on their prior experiences when making sense of AI in addition to helping them to better understand the technologies they use in their daily lives. This has not been the focus of past museum exhibits that have exhibited unusual robotic devices that are not widely used outside of educational settings or research labs. Incorporating technologies that kids are enthusiastic about—like video games (Lauren, G4; Alex, G2), music (Ella, G1), or drones (Alex, G2)—may also help to encourage engagement. If incorporating references to popular media like TV or movies, designers may want to consider generational differences—older movies or television shows may resonate with adults but may not be as relatable to kids.

Future research investigating preconceptions about AI in a larger, more representative audience is necessary and could lead to important insights for designers and educators. In particular, investigating how AI literacy learning interventions affect preconceptions and feelings about AI (including interest) is a promising area for future research. Designers may also want to consider engaging in further co-design work to investigate how to incorporate children’s existing “funds of knowledge” [35] about AI in novel museum exhibits—for example, Iversen and Dindler conducted a workshop in which they encouraged children to think about qualities of games and social sites that they use that make those platforms fun and engaging, then worked with the children to apply these qualities to a mock-exhibition space [20]. Similar work could explore how to incorporate aspects of AI that children find interesting in exhibit design.

8.2.3 Incorporating emotion and narrative

Designers may also want to consider tapping into some of the mixed emotions that participants have surrounding AI. Exhibits that spur discussion and/or constructive debate [23] about AI-related ethical issues like privacy, bias, or the future of work could help learners to collaboratively make sense of issues they may have already grappled with in their personal experiences. Sensitive or controversial topics like AI’s relationship to religion (G5’s commentary during Magic Mirror) and violence (Alex (G2) mentioned drones dropping bombs and sensors in landmines during the design activity) came up without prompting during the workshop. Carefully designed learning experiences could foster more extended discussion about such topics, potentially providing opportunities for crossover learning about other disciplines like ethics or philosophy. Encouraging learners to discuss their feelings about AI technologies is also important as emotions and feelings are a key aspect of learning, particularly in informal spaces [10,11]. Narrative and storytelling can play an important role in these types of discussions [11], as we saw in the workshop when many participants shared anecdotes about both positive and negative prior experiences with AI. Designers may want to consider explicitly encouraging learners to share stories about their prior experiences. Prior research in the CSCW community on collective storytelling and generating shared imaginaries of future technologies (e.g. [64]) could inform future work in this design space.
8.2.4 Real world relevance

Participants expressed interest in how AI technologies could be related back to “real-world” issues, and were generally enthusiastic about opportunities to interact with “real” AI technologies (see 8.2.7 Integrating technology). Exhibits that draw on personal interests and easy-to-grasp concepts like family, animals, etc. can serve as an easy entry point (particularly for younger kids), but this emergent theme indicates that designers should not shy away from addressing real/current issues with AI. Discussions of “real world” issues can also tie in with discussions of ethics and draw on learners’ existing “funds of knowledge” [35], as mentioned in 8.2.2 Building on learners’ prior knowledge and interests.

8.2.5 Making connections

Several participants suggested drawing connections between the exhibits that they engaged with in the workshop. One participant (Mark, G1) suggested making connections between the museum learning experience and interactions at home by incorporating the ability to “take home” an AI painting in his exhibit design. This common theme of wanting to build connections suggests that designers of AI learning experiences should not consider their learning interventions in isolation but rather make an effort to draw connections between exhibits (and potentially other disciplines) so that learners can gain a more holistic picture of AI. Designers may also want to consider helping visitors to connect their museum learning experience with other learning environments like the classroom and at-home learning experiences. We are starting to explore this by developing lesson plans and classroom/at-home activities related to the exhibit prototypes. Ito et al.’s approach to designing connected learning experiences [50] can help guide the design of experiences that extend the museum experience into classrooms or at-home learning spaces.

8.2.6 Support for young learners

Most groups expressed concern about the ability of exhibits to support young learners. Several groups discussed how exhibits could be enhanced to support young children in addition to adults and older children, suggesting more visuals/pictures instead of text (G2, G3, G5), content related to early childhood development (G3), incorporating humor (G2), and multiple levels of entry supporting family-friendly interactions (G5). G5’s exhibit design was specifically geared towards supporting engaging interactions for younger kids. It is worth noting that children at the low end of our target age range (particularly Ella (G1, age 6)) were able to engage in learning talk surrounding the exhibit prototypes and workshop activities. Even younger kids seemed to enjoy visceral AI-related experiences like playing with responsive sensors or scaffolded experiences where it was easy for them to work together with their older family members. Designers should consider how to create exhibits that can support learning about AI amongst learners of all ages.

8.2.7 Integrating technology

Participants engaged in learning dialogue about AI at paper-based exhibit prototypes (Magic Mirror, Semantic Network, Neural Net) despite not actually interacting with AI technologies. However, participants were also enthusiastic about future plans to incorporate technology in these exhibits. In addition, all of the participants’ design sketches involved interaction with actual AI devices like robots, drones, sensors, and machine learning. Sensors and actuators in particular seemed to elicit a lot of participant interest/dialogue throughout the workshop. The success of the paper-based prototypes at facilitating learning dialogue is promising for the development of “unplugged” (i.e.
AI learning experiences for low-cost learning interventions. However, participant feedback indicated that—particularly in museum spaces—allowing for interactions with novel AI technology would not only be engaging and potentially inspire awe [11,52] but could also facilitate opportunities for active reflection on learner-generated artifacts like cyborg designs or semantic networks. This is in line with prior AI education research that suggests that receiving immediate feedback is important in AI learning experiences [25,98], as well as research on exhibit design more broadly that emphasizes the importance of incorporating opportunities for reflection and metacognition [38].

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate how to design museum installations to improve public understanding of and interest in AI. We present the design of five exhibit prototypes—Magic Mirror, Sensor Wall, Neural Net, Semantic Network, and LuminAI—that aim to communicate a variety of different AI literacy competencies. We then present the results from a co-design study that we conducted, presenting themes related to participant preconceptions about AI, learning talk relating to AI literacy competencies at exhibit prototypes, and design features that participants deemed important in their feedback on existing prototypes as well as in their own unique exhibit designs. Our findings suggest directions for future research in understanding the effects of preconceptions on learning and interest development in AI, new topics for AI-related exhibits that may address participants’ interests, concerns, and spark enthusiasm, and design considerations for developing AI literacy exhibits in informal spaces. The five exhibit designs that we present in this paper can also serve as inspiration for other researchers looking to develop informal learning experiences surrounding AI for family groups or K-12 students. This paper contributes to the CSCW community by 1) presenting five exhibit prototypes that incorporate collaboration as a key design goal; 2) exploring the types of social learning dialogue that emerge from interactions with AI literacy exhibits and the role that collaboration plays in learning about AI; and 3) utilizing co-design practices to explore family groups’ interests and priorities with regards to AI literacy learning experiences.
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